
Conventions and Notation

Throughout the book, the symbols Q, R, S , and T denote associative unital rings;
they are assumed to be algebras over a common commutative unital ring k. Ho-
momorphisms between these rings are tacitly assumed to be a k-algebra homomor-
phisms. The generic choice of k is the ring Z of integers, but in concrete settings
other choices may be useful. For example, in studies of algebras over a field k, the
natural choice is k = k, and in studies of Artin A-algebras, the commutative Ar-
tinian ring A is the natural candidate for k. In a different direction, the center of R is
a possible choice for k, when one studies ring homomorphisms R→ S .

IDEALS are by convention two-sided; that is, they are both left and right ideals.
Similarly, a ring is called Artinian, Noetherian, perfect etc. if it is both left and right
Artinian, Noetherian, perfect etc. In Part III, the rings Q, R, S , and T are assumed
to be commutative and these left/right distinctions conveniently disappear.

MODULES are assumed to be unitary, and by convention the ring acts on the left.
That is, an R-module is a left R-module. Right R-modules are, consequently, con-
sidered to be modules (i.e. left modules) over Ro, the opposite ring of R. Thus, a left
ideal in R is a submodule of the R-module R, while a right ideal in R is a submodule
of the Ro-module R. When needed, R is adorned with a subscript to show which
module structure is used; that is, RR is the R-module R and RR is the Ro-module R.

FUNCTORS are by convention covariant. A contravariant functor F: U→ V is,
therefore, considered to be a functor (i.e. a covariant functor), still denoted F, from
Uop to V, where Uop denotes the opposite category of U. The notation Fop is reserved
for the opposite functor Uop→ Vop induced by a functor F: U→ V.

THE NOTATION is either standard or explained in the text, starting here:

(⊂) ⊆ (proper) subset
\ difference of sets⊎

disjoint union of sets
× cartesian product
� injective map
� surjective map

C complex numbers
Fq field with q elements
N natural numbers
Q rational numbers
R real numbers
Z integers

xxiii
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Chapter 1
Modules

The collection of all R-modules and all homomorphisms of R-modules forms an
Abelian category with set indexed products and coproducts (also, but not here,
known as direct sums); it is denoted M(R). We take this for granted, and the first
section of this chapter sums up the essential prerequisites on this category.

1.1 Prerequisites

SYNOPSIS. Module category; (split) exact sequence; Five Lemma; Snake Lemma; Hom functor;
tensor product functor; linear category; linear functor; product; coproduct, biproduct; direct sum;
bimodule; (half/left/right) exact functor; faithful functor.

The primary purpose of this section is to remind the reader of some basic material
and, in that process, to introduce the accompanying symbols and nomenclature. The
material in this section is used throughout the book and usually without reference.

1.1.1 Definition. A sequence of R-modules is a, possibly infinite, diagram in M(R),

(1.1.1.1) · · · −→ M0 α0
−−→ M1 α1

−−→ M2 α2
−−→ ·· · ;

it is called exact if one has Imαn = Kerαn+1 for all n. Notice that (1.1.1.1) is exact
if and only if every sequence 0→ Imαn→ Mn+1→ Imαn+1→ 0 is exact. An exact
sequence of the form 0→ M′→ M→ M′′→ 0 is called a short exact sequence.

Two sequences {αn : Mn→ Mn+1}n∈Z and {βn : Nn→ Nn+1}n∈Z of R-modules
are isomorphic if there exists a family of isomorphisms {ϕn}n∈Z such that every
diagram

Mn αn
//

ϕn

��

Mn+1

ϕn+1

��

Nn βn
// Nn+1

3



4 1 Modules

is commutative.

1.1.2 Five Lemma. Let

M1 //

ϕ1

��

M2 //

ϕ2

��

M3 //

ϕ3

��

M4 //

ϕ4

��

M5

ϕ5

��

N1 // N2 // N3 // N4 // N5

be a commutative diagram in M(R) with exact rows. The following assertions hold.

(a) If ϕ1 is surjective, and ϕ2 and ϕ4 are injective, then ϕ3 is injective.
(b) If ϕ5 is injective, and ϕ2 and ϕ4 are surjective, then ϕ3 is surjective.
(c) If ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ4, and ϕ5 are isomorphisms, then ϕ3 is an isomorphism.

1.1.3 Construction. Let

M′ α′
//

ϕ′

��

M α
//

ϕ

��

M′′ //

ϕ′′

��

0

0 // N′
β′
// N

β
// N′′

be a commutative diagram in M(R) with exact rows. Given an element x′′ ∈ Kerϕ′′

choose, by surjectivity of α, a preimage x in M. Set y = ϕ(x) and note that y be-
longs to Kerβ, by commutativity of the right-hand square. By exactness at N choose
y′ ∈ N′ such that β′(y′) = y. It is elementary to verify that the element [y′]Imϕ′ in
Cokerϕ′ does not depend on the choices of x and y′, so this procedure defines a map
δ : Kerϕ′′→ Cokerϕ′.

1.1.4 Snake Lemma. The map δ : Kerϕ′′→ Cokerϕ′ defined in 1.1.3 is a homo-
morphism of R-modules, called the connecting homomorphism, and there is an exact
sequence in M(R),

Kerϕ′ −→ Kerϕ−→ Kerϕ′′ δ−→ Cokerϕ′ −→ Cokerϕ−→ Cokerϕ′′ .

Moreover, if α′ is injective then so is the induced homomorphism Kerϕ′ → Kerϕ,
and if β′′ is surjective, then so is the induced homomorphism Cokerϕ→ Cokerϕ′′.

1.1.5 Homomorphisms. From the Hom sets in M(R) one can construct a functor

HomR(–,–) : M(R)op×M(R) −→ M(k) .

For homomorphisms α : M→ M′ and β : N→ N′ of R-modules, the functor acts as
follows,

HomR(α,β) : HomR(M′,N) −→ HomR(M,N′) is given by γ 7−→ βγα .
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1.1 Prerequisites 5

1.1.6 Tensor Products. The tensor product of modules yields a functor

–⊗R – : M(Ro)×M(R) −→ M(k) .

For a homomorphism α : M→ M′ of Ro-modules and a homomorphism β : N→ N′

of R-modules, the functor acts as follows,

α⊗R β : M⊗R N −→ M′⊗R N′ is given by m⊗n 7−→ α(m)⊗β(n) .

LINEARITY

Because R is assumed to be a k-algebra, the module category M(R) and its opposite
category M(R)op are k-linear in the following sense.

1.1.7 Definition. A category U is called k-linear if is satisfies the following condi-
tions.

(1) For every pair of objects X and Y in U, the Hom set U(X,Y) is a k-module,
and composition of morphisms U(Y,Z)×U(X,Y)→ U(X,Z) is k-bilinear.

(2) There is a zero object, 0, in U. That is, for each object X in U there is a unique
morphism X→ 0 and a unique morphism 0→ X.

(3) For every pair of objects X and Y in U there is a biproduct, X⊕Y , in U. That
is, given X and Y there is a diagram in U,

X
ιX
// X⊕Y

πX
oo

πY
// Y ,

ιY
oo

such that πXιX = 1X , πY ιY = 1Y , and ιXπX + ιYπY = 1X⊕Y hold.

A category that satisfies (1) is called k-prelinear.

REMARK. The module category M(R) has additional structure; indeed, it is Abelian, and so is
the category C(R) of R-complexes, which is the topic of the next chapter. However, the homotopy
category K(R) and the derived category D(R), which are constructed in Chap. 5, are not Abelian
but triangulated. All four categories are k-linear, hence the focus on that notion.

1.1.8. Let U be a k-linear category. The biproduct ⊕ is both a product and a co-
product, and it is elementary to verify that it is associative. For a finite set U and a
family {Xu}u∈U of objects in U the notation

⊕
u∈U Xu is, therefore, unambiguous.

1.1.9. Let {Mu}u∈U be a family in M(R). The product ∏u∈U Mu in M(R) is the
cartesian product of the underlying sets, with the R-module structure given by coor-
dinatewise operations, together with the projections πu : ∏u∈U Mu� Mu. Given a
family of homomorphisms {αu : N→ Mu}u∈U , the map α : N→∏u∈U Mu defined
by n 7→ (αu(n))u∈U is the unique homomorphism that makes the diagram
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6 1 Modules

∏u∈U Mu

πu

��

N

α

;;

αu
// Mu

commutative for every u∈U. For a family {αu : Mu→ Nu}u∈U of homomorphisms,
the product ∏u∈U α

u : ∏u∈U Mu→∏u∈U Nu is given by (mu)u∈U 7→ (αu(mu))u∈U .
The coproduct

∐
u∈U Mu is the submodule

{(xu)u∈U ∈∏u∈U Mu | xu = 0 for all but finitely many u ∈ U}

of the product, together with the embeddings ιu : Mu�
∐

u∈U Mu. Given a fam-
ily of homomorphisms {αu : Mu→ N}u∈U , the map α :

∐
u∈U Mu→ N given by

(mu)u∈U 7→ ∑u∈U α
u(mu) is the unique homomorphism that makes the following

diagram commutative ∐
u∈U Mu

α

##

Mu

ιu

OO

αu
// N

for every u∈U. For a family {αu : Mu→ Nu}u∈U of homomorphisms the coproduct∐
u∈U α

u :
∐

u∈U Mu→
∐

u∈U Nu is given by (mu)u∈U 7→ ∑u∈U α
u(mu).

If one has Mu = M for every u∈U, then the product ∏u∈U Mu is denoted by MU

and called the U-fold product of M. Similarly, the coproduct
∐

u∈U Mu is denoted
by M(U) and called the U-fold coproduct of M.

If U is a set with two elements (or, more generally, a finite set) then the product
and the coproduct defined above coincide, and this object M =

⊕
u∈U Mu is the

(iterated) biproduct of the family {Mu}u∈U in M(R). We refer to M as the direct
sum of the family {Mu}u∈U ; each module Mu is a direct summand of M.

Given a family {Mu}u∈U of R-modules, notice that for every finite subset U ′ of
U there are canonical isomorphisms ∏u∈U Mu ∼=

(⊕
u∈U ′ M

u
)
⊕∏u∈U\U ′ Mu and∐

u∈U Mu ∼=
(⊕

u∈U ′ M
u
)
⊕
∐

u∈U\U ′ M
u.

The homomorphism functor 1.1.5 and the tensor product functor 1.1.6 are both
k-multilinear in the following sense.

1.1.10 Definition. A functor F: U→ V between k-prelinear categories is called k-
linear if it satisfies the following conditions.

(1) F(α+β) = F(α)+F(β) for all parallel morphisms α and β in U.
(2) F(xα) = xF(α) for all morphisms α in U and all x ∈ k.

Let U1, . . . ,Un and V be k-prelinear categories. A functor

F : U1×·· ·×Un −→ V

is called k-multilinear if it is k-linear in each variable.
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1.1 Prerequisites 7

1.1.11. There is a unique ring homomorphism Z→ k; therefore, every k-linear
category/functor is Z-linear in a canonical way. A Z-linear category/functor is also
called additive. A Z-prelinear category is also called preadditive.

1.1.12. Let X and Y be objects in an additive category U. The zero morphism from
X to Y is the composite of the unique morphisms X→ 0 and 0→ Y; this morphism
is denoted by 0.

Let F: U→ V be an additive functor between additive categories. Then F takes
zero morphisms in U to zero morphisms in V. In particular, F takes the zero object
in U to the zero object in V.

BIMODULES

An Abelian group M that is both an R-module and an S o-module is called an R–S -
bimodule if the two module structures are compatible. As S o-modules are identified
with right S -modules, this means that there is an equality (rm)s = r(ms) for all
r ∈ R, m ∈ M, and s ∈ S . A homomorphism of R–S -bimodules is a homomorphism
of Abelian groups that is both R- and S o-linear.

An R–R-bimodule is called symmetric if one has rm=mr for all r∈R and m∈M.
If R is commutative, then every R-module has a canonical structure of a symmetric
R–R-bimodule. Unless another convention is specified, we shall consider modules
over commutative rings as symmetric bimodules.

As R and S are assumed to be k-algebras, every R–S -bimodule is a k–k-
bimodule. Per the convention stated above, we tacitly assume that this structure
is symmetric. That is, we only consider k-symmetric R–S -bimodules. The category
of such modules and their homomorphisms is denoted M(R–S ).

1.1.13. By the conventions above, an R-module is an R–k-bimodule, and an S o-
module is a k–S -bimodule.

A ring homomorphism R→ S induces R–S - and S –R-bimodule structures on
every S –S -bimodule M; in particular on S .

REMARK. Neither of the two R–R-bimodule structures induced on a ring R by an endomorphism
ϕ : R→ R is symmetric, unless ϕ is the identity—not even if R is commutative.

1.1.14 Example. For integers m,n > 1 let Mm×n(R) denote the R–R-bimodule of
m×n-matrices with entries from R. Set M = M1×n(R) and N = Mn×1(R), and let Q
denote the ring Mn×n(R). Then M is an R–Q-bimodule and N is a Q–R-bimodule.

1.1.15. There is a natural equivalence of k-linear Abelian categories,

M(R–S )
F
//
M(R⊗k S o).

G
oo

The functor F assigns to an R–S -bimodule M the R⊗k S o-module with action
given by (r ⊗ s)m = rms. Conversely, G assigns to an R⊗k S o-module M the
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8 1 Modules

R–S -bimodule with R-action given by rm = (r⊗ 1)m and right S -action given by
ms = (1⊗ s)m.

While the set HomR(M,N) of R-linear maps between R-modules has at least
an Abelian group structure—it is a k-module—it is in general not an R-module.
The reason is, so to say, that the R-structures on M and N are monopolized by the
R-linearity of the maps. Similarly, the R-balancedness monopolizes the Ro- and R-
structures of the factors in a tensor product M⊗R N and leaves only a k-module.
If R is commutative, then the situation is better, as one can take k = R. At work
here is, of course, the tacit assumption that a module over a commutative ring R
is a symmetric R–R-bimodule. Also in a non-commutative setting, access to richer
module structures on Hom sets and tensor products is via bimodules.

1.1.16. If M is an R–Q-bimodule and N is an R–S -bimodule, then the k-module
HomR(M,N) has a Q–S -bimodule structure given by

(qϕ)(m) = ϕ(mq) and (ϕs)(m) = (ϕ(m))s .

Moreover, if α : M→ M′ is a homomorphism of R–Q-bimodules, and β : N→ N′

is a homomorphism of R–S -bimodules, then HomR(α,β), as defined in 1.1.5, is a
homomorphism of Q–S -bimodules. Thus, there is an induced k-bilinear functor,

HomR(–,–) : M(R–Q)op×M(R–S ) −→ M(Q–S ) .

1.1.17 Example. Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism, and consider S as an R–S -
bimodule; see 1.1.13. Now HomR(S ,–) is a functor from M(R) to M(S ).

1.1.18 Example. Set Q = Mn×n(R) and M = M1×n(R) as in 1.1.14. An applica-
tion of 1.1.16 with S = k yields a functor HomR(M,–) : M(R)→M(Q). Another
application of 1.1.16, this time with S = Mn(R) = Q, shows that HomR(M,–) is a
functor from M(R–Q) to M(Q–Q). In particular, HomR(M,M) has the structure of
a Q–Q-bimodule.

1.1.19. If M is a Q–R-bimodule and N is an R–S -bimodule, then the k-module
M⊗R N has a Q–S -bimodule structure given by

q(m⊗n) = (qm)⊗n and (m⊗n)s = m⊗ (ns) .

Moreover, if α : M→ M′ is a homomorphism of Q–R-bimodules, and β : N→ N′ is
a homomorphism of R–S -bimodules, then α⊗β, as defined in 1.1.6, is a homomor-
phism of Q–S -bimodules. Thus, there is an induced k-bilinear functor,

–⊗R – : M(Q–R)×M(R–S ) −→ M(Q–S ) .

1.1.20 Example. Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism, and consider S as an S –R-
bimodule; see 1.1.13. Now S ⊗R – is a functor from M(R) to M(S ).
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1.1 Prerequisites 9

1.1.21 Example. Set Q = Mn×n(R), M = M1×n(R), and N = Mn×1(R) as in 1.1.14.
An application of 1.1.19 with S = k yields a functor N⊗R –: M(R)→M(Q). An-
other application, this time with S = Mn×n(R) = Q, shows that N⊗R – is a functor
from M(R–Q) to M(Q–Q). In particular, N⊗R M is a Q–Q-bimodule.

EXACTNESS

Though we are not concerned with abstract Abelian categories, the language is use-
ful for the following reason. Our convention that every functor is covariant forces
us to consider, for example, HomR(–,N) as a functor on M(R)op. This category is
Abelian but in general not a module category; i.e. not M(S ) for some ring S .

REMARK. By Freyd’s theorem [19], as strengthened by Mitchell [33], every Abelian category is,
in fact, a full subcategory of the category of modules over some ring.

1.1.22 Split Exact Sequences. An exact sequence 0−→ M′ α′−→ M α−→ M′′ −→ 0 in
M(R) is called split if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

(i) There exist homomorphisms % : M→ M′ and σ : M′′→ M such that one has

%α′ = 1M′ , α′%+σα= 1M , and ασ= 1M′′ .

(ii) There exists a homomorphism % : M→ M′ such that %α′ = 1M′ .
(iii) There exists a homomorphism σ : M′′→ M such that ασ= 1M′′ .

(iv) The sequence is isomorphic to 0 −→ M′ ι−→ M′⊕M′′ π−→ M′′ −→ 0, where ι
and π are the embedding and the projection, respectively.

The definitions 1.1.1 and 1.1.22 of (split) exact sequences in M(R) make sense
in any Abelian category. However, a (split) exact sequence in M(R)op is just a (split)
exact sequence in M(R) with the arrows reversed.

1.1.23. Let F: U→ V be an additive functor between Abelian categories. For every
split exact sequence 0 −→ M′ −→ M −→ M′′ −→ 0 in U the induced sequence in V,
0−→ F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′)−→ 0, is split exact.

1.1.24 Example. The assignments M 7→ k⊕M and α 7→ 1k⊕α define a functor
F: M(k)→M(k), which is not additive, as F(0) is non-zero; cf. 1.1.12.

A convenient consequence of 1.1.23 is that additive functors preserve direct
sums; that is, one has F(⊕u∈U Mu) = ⊕u∈U F(Mu) for an additive functor F and
a finite family of objects {Mu}u∈U .

A functor between Abelian categories is additive, as a matter of course, if it is
half exact in the following sense.

1.1.25 Half Exactness. A functor F: U→ V between Abelian categories is called
half exact if for every short exact sequence 0 −→ M′ −→ M −→ M′′ −→ 0 in U, the
induced sequence F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′) in V is exact.
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10 1 Modules

In either variable, the Hom functor 1.1.5 is left exact in the following sense.

1.1.26 Left Exactness. A functor F: U→ V between Abelian categories is called
left exact if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

(i) For every short exact sequence 0−→M′−→M−→M′′−→ 0 in U, the sequence
0−→ F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′) in V is exact.

(ii) For every (left) exact sequence 0 −→ M′ −→ M −→ M′′ in U, the sequence
0−→ F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′) in V is exact.

REMARK. If G: M(R)op→M(S ) is a left exact functor that preserves products, then there ex-
ists an R–S -bimodule N and a natural isomorphism G ∼= HomR(–,N). If F : M(R)→M(Z) is
a left exact functor that preserves inverse limits, then there exists an R-module M and a natural
isomorphism F∼= HomR(M,–); see Watts [42].

In either variable, the tensor product functor 1.1.6 is right exact in the following
sense.

1.1.27 Right Exactness. A functor F: U→ V between Abelian categories is called
right exact if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

(i) For every short exact sequence 0−→M′−→M−→M′′−→ 0 in U, the sequence
F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′)−→ 0 in V is exact.

(ii) For every (right) exact sequence M′ −→ M −→ M′′ −→ 0 in U, the sequence
F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′)−→ 0 in V is exact.

REMARK. If F : M(R)→M(S ) is a right exact functor that preserves coproducts, then there ex-
ists an S –R-bimodule M and a natural isomorphism F∼= M⊗R –; see Watts [42].

Given a homomorphism of rings ϕ : R→ S , the restriction of scalars functor
M(S )→M(R) assigns to each S -module M the R-module with the action induced
by ϕ. This functor is exact in the following sense.

1.1.28 Exactness. A functor F: U→ V between Abelian categories is called exact
if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

(i) For every short exact sequence 0−→M′−→M−→M′′−→ 0 in U, the sequence
0−→ F(M′)−→ F(M)−→ F(M′′)−→ 0 in V is exact.

(ii) F preserves exactness of sequences.
(iii) F is left exact and right exact.

FAITHFULNESS

1.1.29. Let F: U→ V be an additive functor between additive categories. The func-
tor F is called faithful if for every morphism α in U one has F(α) = 0 in V only if
α= 0 in U. In that case it follows that for objects X in U one has F(X)∼= 0 in V only
if X ∼= 0 in U.
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1.1 Prerequisites 11

1.1.30 Faithful Exactness. An additive functor F: U→ V between Abelian cate-
gories is called faithfully exact if it satisfies the following equivalent conditions.

(i) F is exact and faithful.
(ii) F is exact and for every X in U one has F(X)∼= 0 in V only if X ∼= 0 in U.

Faithful functors have a convenient “cancellation” property.

1.1.31. Let F: U→ V be an additive functor between Abelian categories. If F is
faithfully exact and M′→M→M′′ is a sequence in U, then exactness of the induced
sequence F(M′)→ F(M)→ F(M′′) in V implies exactness of M′→ M→ M′′ in U.

Let G: V→W be a faithfully exact functor between Abelian categories. The
composite GF: U→W is then (faithfully) exact if and only if F is (faithfully) exact.

EXERCISES

E 1.1.1 Let ϕ : M→ N be a homomorphism of R-modules. Show that if ϕ is bijective, then
the inverse map N→ M is also a homomorphism of R-modules.

E 1.1.2 Show that a morphism in M(R) is a monomorphism if and only if it is injective, and
that it is an epimorphism if and only if it is surjective.

E 1.1.3 Show that the category M(R) is Abelian.
E 1.1.4 Consider commutative diagrams in M(R) with exact rows

M′
α′
// M

α
//

ϕ

��

M′′

ϕ′′

��

0 // N′
β′
// N

β
// N′′

and

M′
α′
//

ψ′

��

M
α
//

ψ

��

M′′ // 0

N′
β′
// N

β
// N′′ .

Prove that there exist unique homomorphisms ϕ′ : M′→ N′ and ψ′′ : M′′→ N′′, such
that the diagrams remain commuative.

E 1.1.5 Let

M′
α′
//

ϕ′

��

M
α
//

ϕ

��

M′′

ϕ′′

��

N′
β′
// N

β
// N′′

be a commutative diagram in M(R) with exact rows. (a) Show that if α is surjective,
then the sequence Cokerϕ′ → Cokerϕ→ Cokerϕ′′ is exact. (b) Show that if β′ is
injective, then the sequence Kerϕ′→ Kerϕ→ Kerϕ′′ is exact.

E 1.1.6 Let {αu : Mu→ Nu}u∈U be a family of homomorphisms in M(R).
(a) Show that ∏u∈U α

u, as defined in 1.1.9, is the unique homomorphism that makes
the following diagram commutative for every u ∈ U (the vertical maps are projec-
tions).

∏u∈U Mu

����

∏u∈U αu
// ∏u∈U Nu

����

Mu αu
// Nu
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12 1 Modules

(b) Show that
∐

u∈U α
u, as defined in 1.1.9, is the unique homomorphism that makes

the following diagram commutative for every u ∈ U (the vertical maps are embed-
dings).

Mu αu
//

��

��

Nu
��

��∐
u∈U Mu

∐
u∈U αu

//
∐

u∈U Nu

E 1.1.7 For Q and M as in 1.1.18 decide if HomR(M,M) and Q are isomorphic Q–Q-
bimodules.

E 1.1.8 For Q, M, and N as in 1.1.21 decide if N⊗R M and Q are isomorphic Q–Q-bimodules.
E 1.1.9 Show that a half exact functor between Abelian categories is additive.
E 1.1.10 Show that a functor a functor F: U→V between Abelian categories is exact se-

quences if and only if the sequence F(M′)→ F(M)→ F(M′′) in V is exact for every
exact sequence M′→ M→ M′′ in U.

E 1.1.11 Show that a functor F: U→V between Abelian categories is right exact if and only
if the opposite functor Fop : Uop→Vop is left exact.

E 1.1.12 Let F: U→V and G: V→W be functors between Abelian categories. (a) Show that
if both functors are right exact, then FG is right exact. (b) Show that if both functors
are left exact, then FG is left exact. (c) Show that if one functor is left exact and the
other is right exact, then FG need not be half exact.

E 1.1.13 Let k be a field and set (–)∗ = Homk(–,k). Let M be a k-vector space. (a) For m ∈ M,
show that the map εm : M∗→ given by ϕ 7→ ϕ(m) is an element in M∗∗ = (M∗)∗.
(b) Show that the map δM : M→ M∗∗ given by m 7→ εm is k-linear. (c) Show that
δ : 1M(k)→ (–)∗∗ is a natural transformation of functors from M(k) to M(k).

1.2 Standard Isomorphisms

SYNOPSIS. Commutativity of tensor product; associativity of tensor product; Hom-tensor adjunc-
tion; Hom swap.

Various composites of Hom and tensor product functors are naturally equivalent;
this gives rise to a handful of isomorphism, which are the topic of this section.

IDENTITIES

1.2.1. For every R-module M there are isomorphisms of R-modules,

R⊗R M
∼=−→ M given by r⊗m 7−→ rm and(1.2.1.1)

HomR(R,M)
∼=−→ M given by ϑ 7−→ ϑ(1),(1.2.1.2)

and they are natural in M. If M is an R–S -bimodule, then these maps are isomor-
phisms of R–S -bimodules.
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1.2 Standard Isomorphisms 13

The tensor product behaves like a product. We already saw that it distributes over
direct sums, and the first two standard isomorphisms establish that it is commutative
and associative.

COMMUTATIVITY

1.2.2 Proposition. Let M be an Ro-module and N be an R-module. The (tensor)
commutativity map

$MN : M⊗R N −→ N⊗Ro M given by $MN(m⊗n) = n⊗m

is an isomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in M and N. Moreover, if M is in
M(Q–R) and N is in M(R–T ), then $MN is an isomorphism in M(Q–T ).

PROOF. For every Ro-module M and every R-module N, the map π from M×N to
N⊗Ro M given by (m,n) 7→ n⊗m is R-balanced and k-bilinear. Indeed, one has

π(m,n+n′) = (n+n′)⊗m = n⊗m+n′⊗m = π(m,n)+π(m,n′)

π(m+m′,n) = n⊗ (m+m′) = n⊗m+n⊗m′ = π(m,n)+π(m′,n)

π(mr,n) = n⊗mr = rn⊗m = π(m,rn)

π(mx,n) = π(m, xn) = xn⊗m = x(n⊗m) = xπ(m,n)

for all m ∈ M, n ∈ N, r ∈ R, and x ∈ k. Thus, $MN is a morphism of k-modules.
Let α : M→ M′ be a morphism of Ro-modules and let β : N→ N′ be a morphism

of R-modules. The diagram

M⊗R N $MN
//

α⊗β
��

N⊗Ro M

β⊗α
��

M′⊗R N′ $
M′N′
// N′⊗Ro M′

is commutative, as one has

($M′N′ ◦ (α⊗R β))(m⊗n) =$M′N′(α(m)⊗β(n))
= β(n)⊗α(m)

= (β⊗Ro α)(n⊗m)

= ((β⊗Ro α)◦$MN)(m⊗n)

for all m ∈ M and all n ∈ N. Thus, $ is a natural transformation of functors from
M(Ro)×M(R) to M(k).

For M in M(Ro) and N in M(R) the map from N⊗Ro M to M⊗R N given by
n⊗m 7→ m⊗n is an inverse of $MN , so $MN is an isomorphism of k-modules.
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14 1 Modules

If M is a Q–R-bimodule and N is an R–T -bimodule, then M⊗R N and N⊗Ro M
are Q–T -bimodules. The computation

$MN(q(m⊗n)t) =$MN(qm⊗nt) = nt⊗qm = q(n⊗m)t = q($MN(m⊗n))t,

which holds for all q ∈ Q, t ∈ T , m ∈ M, and n ∈ N, shows that the isomorphism
$MN is Q- and T o-linear.

ASSOCIATIVITY

1.2.3 Proposition. Let M be an Ro-module, X be an R–S -bimodule, and N be an
S -module. The (tensor) associativity map

ωMXN : (M⊗R X)⊗S N −→ M⊗R (X⊗S N)

given by
ωMXN((m⊗ x)⊗n) = m⊗ (x⊗n)

is an isomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in M, X, and N. Moreover, if M
is in M(Q–R) and N is in M(S –T ), then ωMXN is an isomorphism in M(Q–T ).

PROOF. Proceeding as in the proof of 1.2.2, it is straightforward to verify that ω
is a natural transformation of functors from M(Ro)×M(R–S )×M(S ) to M(k).
Further, for modules M, X, and N as in the statement, the assignment m⊗(x⊗n) 7→
(m⊗ x)⊗ n defines a map M⊗R (X⊗S N)→ (M⊗R X)⊗S N; it is an inverse of
ωMXN which, therefore, is an isomorphism of k-modules.

If M is in M(Q–R) and N is in M(S –T ), then (M⊗R X)⊗S N and M⊗R (X⊗S N)
are Q–T -bimodules, and a computation similar to the one performed in the proof of
1.2.2 shows that ωMXN is Q- and T o-linear.

ADJUNCTION

The next isomorphisms expresses that Hom and tensor product are adjoint functors.

1.2.4 Proposition. Let M be an R-module, X be an S –R-bimodule, and N be an
S -module. The (Hom-tensor) adjunction map

ρXMN : HomS (X⊗R M,N) −→ HomR(M,HomS (X,N))

given by
ρXMN(ψ)(m)(x) = ψ(x⊗m)

is an isomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in X, M, and N. Moreover, if M
is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(S –T ), then ρXMN is an isomorphism in M(Q–T ).
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1.2 Standard Isomorphisms 15

PROOF. Proceeding as in the proof of 1.2.2, it is straightforward to verify that ρ is
a natural transformation of functors from M(S –R)op×M(R)op×M(S ) to M(k).
Further, for modules M, X, and N as in the statement, it is elementary to verify that
the map

ϑ : HomR(M,HomS (X,N)) −→ HomS (X⊗R M,N)

given by ϑ(ϕ)(x⊗m) = ϕ(m)(x) is an inverse of ρXMN .
If M is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(S –T ), then HomS (X⊗R M,N) is a Q–T -

bimodule and so is HomR(M,HomS (X,N)). The computation

ρXMN(qψt)(m)(x) = (qψt)(x⊗m)

= (ψ(x⊗mq))t

= (ρXMN(ψ)(mq)(x))t

= ((q(ρXMN(ψ)))(m)(x))t

= (q(ρXMN(ψ))t)(m)(x),

which holds for all q ∈ Q, t ∈ T , ψ ∈ HomS (X⊗R M,N), m ∈ M, and x ∈ X, shows
that the isomorphism ρXMN is Q- and T o-linear.

SWAP

1.2.5 Proposition. Let M be an R-module, X be an R–S -bimodule, and N be an
S o-module. The (Hom) swap map

ςMNX : HomR(M,HomS o(N,X)) −→ HomS o(N,HomR(M,X))

given by
ςMNX(ψ)(n)(m) = ψ(m)(n)

is an isomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in M, N, and X. Moreover, if M
is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(T–S ), then ςMNX is an isomorphism in M(Q–T ).

PROOF. It is straightforward to verify that ς is a natural transformation of functors
from M(R)op×M(S o)op×M(R–S ) to M(k). See the proof of 1.2.2. Further, for
modules M, N, and X as in the statement, it is immediate that the map

ϑ : HomS o(N,HomR(M,X)) −→ HomR(M,HomS o(N,X))

given by ϑ(ϕ)(m)(n) = ϕ(n)(m) is an inverse of ςMNX .
If M is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(T–S ), then HomR(M,HomS o(N,X)) and

HomS o(N,HomR(M,X)) are Q–T -bimodules. The computation
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16 1 Modules

ςMNX(qψt)(n)(m) = (qψt)(m)(n)

= ψ(mq)(tn)

= ςMNX(ψ)(tn)(mq)

= (q(ςMNX(ψ))t)(n)(m),

which holds for all q ∈ Q, t ∈ T , ψ ∈ HomR(M,HomS o(N,X)), m ∈ M, and n ∈ N,
shows that the isomorphism ςMNX is Q- and T o-linear.

EXERCISES

E 1.2.1 Determine the inverse maps of (1.2.1.1) and (1.2.1.2).
E 1.2.2 Let M be an R-module, X be an S –R-bimodule, and N be an S -module. Without using

1.2.2–1.2.5, show that there is a natural isomorphism of k-modules

HomS (M⊗Ro X,N)−→ HomR(M,HomS (X,N)) .

E 1.2.3 Show that under suitable assumptions one can derive swap 1.2.5 from adjunction 1.2.4.
E 1.2.4 Show that the restriction of scalars functor U: M(R)→M(k) has a left adjoint, and a

right adjoint. Hint: Use U∼= RR⊗R – and U∼= HomR(RR,–).
E 1.2.5 Let F,G: M(R)→M(R) be functors. Assume that F has a right adjoint F∗ and that

there is a natural isomorphism ς : F∗G→ GF∗. Show that there is a canonical natural
transformation τ : FG→ GF.

Let M and N be k-modules. Use adjunction 1.2.4 and swap 1.2.5 to show that the result
above applies with F = M⊗k –, G = Homk(N,–), and R = k.

E 1.2.6 Let F: M(R)→M(R) and G: M(R)op→M(R) be functors. Assume that F has a right
adjoint F∗ and that there is a natural isomorphism ρ : GFop→ F∗G. Show that there is a
canonical natural transformation η : FG→ GFop

∗ .
Let M and N be k-modules. Use adjunction 1.2.4 to show that the result above applies

with F = M⊗k –, G = Homk(–,N), and R = k.

1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules

SYNOPSIS. Basis; free module; projective module; injective module; semi-simple ring; Baer’s cri-
terion; flat module; von Neumann regular ring.

We start by recalling the language of generators for modules.

1.3.1. Let M be an R-module, and let E = {eu}u∈U be a subset M. It is simple to
verify that the subset

R〈E〉= {∑u∈U rueu | ru ∈ R and ru = 0 for all but finitely many u ∈ U}

of M is a submodule; it is called the submodule of M generated by E. By convention,
R〈 /0〉 is the zero module. If one has R〈E〉 = M, then E is called a set of generators
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1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules 17

for M. If M has a finite set of generators, then M is called finitely generated. If M is
generated by one element, then M is called cyclic.

FREE MODULES

1.3.2 Definition. Let L be an R-module and let E = {eu}u∈U be a set of generators
for L. Every element in L can then be expressed on the form ∑u∈U rueu; if this ex-
pression is unique, then E is called a basis for L, and L is called free. By convention,
the zero module is free with the empty set as basis.

1.3.3. Let L be a free R-module with basis {eu}u∈U and let { fu}u∈U be the standard
basis for R(U). There is an isomorphism of R-modules, L

∼=−→ R(U), given by eu 7→ fu.

1.3.4 Example. If R is a division ring, then every R-module is free; indeed, every
module over a division ring has a basis.

The Z-module M = Z/2Z is not free; indeed, a set of generators for M must
include [1]2Z, and one has 0[1]2Z = 2[1]2Z .

Free modules have the following unique extension property.

1.3.5. Let L be a free R-module with basis E = {eu}u∈U and let M be an R-module.
For every map α : E→ M there is a unique R-module homomorphism, α̃ : L→ M,
such that the diagram

E α
//

��

��

M

L
α̃

>>

is commutative; the homomorphism is given by α̃(∑u∈U rueu) = ∑u∈U ruα(eu).

REMARK. The unique extension property characterizes free modules; see E 1.3.3.

Important families of rings—non-zero commutative rings, left Noetherian rings,
and local rings included—have the invariant basis number property (IBN).

1.3.6 Definition. A free module is said to have finite rank if it is finitely generated;
that is, it has a finite basis. A free module that is not finitely generated is said to have
infinite rank. For a finitely generated free module L over a ring R that has IBN, the
rank of L, written rankR L, is the number of elements in a basis for L.

REMARK. If U is infinite, then one has R(U) ∼= R(V) only if the sets U and V have the same
cardinality, even if R does not have IBN; see [28, cor. (1.2)].

1.3.7. Let {Lu}u∈U be a family of free R-modules with bases {Eu}u∈U . The co-
product

∐
u∈U Lu is then a free R-module with basis

⊎
u∈U Eu. Notice that if U

is a finite set, each module Lu is finitely generated, and R has IBN, then one has
rankR

(⊕
u∈U Lu

)
= ∑u∈U rankR Lu.
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18 1 Modules

1.3.8. Let L and L′ be free k-modules with bases {eu}u∈U and { fv}v∈V . It is elemen-
tary to verify that the k-module L⊗k L′ is free with basis {eu⊗ fv}u∈U, v∈V . Thus, if
L and L′ are finitely generated, then one has rankk(L⊗k L′) = (rankk L)(rankk L′).

1.3.9 Theorem. If R is a principal left ideal domain, then every submodule of a free
R-module is free.

PROOF. Let L be a free R-module with basis {eu}u∈U , and let M be a submodule
of L. Choose a well-ordering6 on U. For u ∈U define submodules of L as follows:

L<u = R〈ev | v < u〉 and L6u = R〈ev | v6 u〉 .

Let u ∈ U be given. Every element l in L6u has a unique decomposition l = l′+ reu
with l′ ∈ L<u and r ∈ R, so there is a split exact sequence of R-modules,

0−→ L<u −→ L6u πu−−→ Reu −→ 0 ,

where πu is given by l′+ reu 7→ reu. Let ϕu be the restriction of πu to M ∩ L6u;
one has Kerϕu = M ∩Kerπu = M ∩ L<u. The image of ϕu is a submodule of Reu
and, hence, isomorphic to a left ideal in R. It follows from the assumption on R that
Imϕu is cyclic and free, so choose xu ∈ R with Imϕu = Rxueu and note that if xu is
non-zero, then {xueu} is a basis for Imϕu. Now there is a short exact sequence

0−→ M∩L<u −→ M∩L6u ϕu−−→ Rxueu −→ 0 ,

and it splits. Indeed, if xu 6= 0 choose an element fu in M∩L6u with ϕu( fu) = xueu,
and if xu = 0 set fu = 0. The assignment xueu 7→ fu then defines a right inverse
homomorphism to ϕu; cf. 1.3.5. Thus, one has M ∩ L6u = (M ∩ L<u)⊕R fu; that
is, every element m in M ∩ L6u has a unique decomposition m = m′ + r fu with
m′ ∈ M∩L<u and r ∈ R.

Set U ′ = {u ∈ U | xu 6= 0}; we will prove that { fu}u∈U ′ is a basis for M. To see
that every linear combination of the elements fu is unique, suppose that one has a
relation r1 fu1 + · · ·+ rn fun = 0 with ri ∈ R and ui ∈ U ′. We may assume that the
elements ui are ordered u1 < · · · < un, and thus consider the relation in M ∩ F6un .
Applying the homomorphism ϕun to the relation one gets rnxuneun = 0. As un is in
U ′, the singleton { fun} is a basis for Imϕu, whence one has rn = 0. Continuing in
this manner, one gets rn = rn−1 = · · ·= r1 = 0, as desired. If F = R〈 fu | u ∈ U ′〉were
a proper submodule of M, then there would be a least u in U ′ such that M ∩ L6u

contains an element m not in F. This element has a unique decomposition m =
m′ + r fu with m′ ∈ M ∩ L<u and r ∈ R. The element m′ is in M ∩ L6v for some
v < u and hence in F by minimality of u. However, r fu is also in F, so one has
m = m′+ r fu ∈ F; a contradiction.

The content of the next result is often phrased as: the category of R-modules has
enough free modules.
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1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules 19

1.3.10 Lemma. For every R-module M there is a surjective homomorphism L→M
of R-modules, where L is free. Moreover, if M is finitely generated, then L can be
chosen finitely generated.

PROOF. Choose a set G of generators for M and let E = {eg | g ∈ G} be a set
of elements that are linearly independent over R. Set L = R〈E〉 and define a map
π : L→ M by π(∑g∈G rgeg) = ∑g∈G rgg; it is a homomorphism of R-modules and
surjective by the assumption on G. The statement about finitely generated modules
follows from the construction of L.

Under suitable assumptions on the ring, the Hom and tensor product functors
restrict to the subcategories of finitely generated modules.

1.3.11 Proposition. Assume that k is Noetherian and that R is finitely generated
as a k-module. If M and N are finitely generated R-modules, then the k-module
HomR(M,N) is finitely generated.

PROOF. Choose by 1.3.10 a surjective homomorphism of R-modules L→M, where
L is free and finitely generated; say, L∼= Rn as R-modules. Apply the left exact func-
tor HomR(–,N) to get an injective homomorphism HomR(M,N)→HomR(L,N). By
(1.2.1.2) and additivity of the Hom functor there is an isomorphism of k-modules,
HomR(L,N) ∼= Nn. Thus, HomR(M,N) is a submodule of a finitely generated k-
module and hence finitely generated, as k is Noetherian.

1.3.12 Proposition. Assume that R is finitely generated as a k-module. If M is a
finitely generated Ro-module and N is a finitely generated R-module, then the k-
module M⊗R N is finitely generated.

PROOF. Since M and N are finitely generated, there are surjective homomorphisms
πM : L′ −→ M of Ro-modules and πN : L′′ −→ N of R-modules, where L′ and L′′ are
finitely generated and free; see 1.3.10. By right exactness of the tensor product, the
homomorphism of k-modules πM⊗R πN : L′⊗R L′′→ M⊗R N is also surjective.

By the assumption on R, there is a surjective homomorphism of k-modules
F → R, where F is finitely generated and free. Hence, there are surjective homo-
morphisms of k-modules πL′ : F′ −→ L′ and πL′′ : F′′ −→ L′′, where F′ and F′′ are
finitely generated and free. As above, the homomorphism πL′ ⊗k πL′′ is surjective,
and the composite (πM⊗R πN) ◦ (πL′ ⊗k πL′′) realizes M⊗R N as a homomorphic
image of the finitely generated k-module F′⊗k F′′; see 1.3.8.

PROJECTIVE MODULES

For an R-module M, the functors HomR(M,–), HomR(–,M), and –⊗R M are, in
general, not exact. Modules that make one or more of these functors exact are of
particular interest and play a crucial role in homological algebra.
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20 1 Modules

1.3.13 Definition. An R-module P is called projective if the functor HomR(P,–)
from M(R) to M(k) is exact.

Part (iii) below captures the lifting property of projective modules, which amounts
to the definition of projective objects in a general category.

1.3.14 Proposition. For an R-module P, the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) P is projective.
(ii) For every surjective homomorphism β in M(R), the induced homomorphism

HomR(P,β) is surjective.
(iii) For every homomorphism α : P→ N and every surjective homomorphism

β : M→ N, there exists a homomorphism γ : P→ M such that the diagram

P
γ

~~

α

��

M
β
// // N

in M(R) is commutative; that is, there is an equality α= βγ.
(iv) Every exact sequence 0→ M′→ M→ P→ 0 is split.
(v) P is a direct summand of a free R-module.

PROOF. Conditions (ii) and (iii) are different formulations of the same statement,
and (i) and (ii) are equivalent, as the Hom functor is left exact.

(iii)=⇒ (iv): Let β denote the homomorphism M� P. Then there exists a homo-
morphism γ : P→ M such that 1P = βγ holds, whence the sequence splits.

(iv)=⇒ (v): Choose by 1.3.10 a surjective homomorphism β : L→ P, where L is
free. The associated exact sequence 0→ Kerβ→ L→ P→ 0 splits, so P is a direct
summand of L.

(v)=⇒ (iii) As the Hom functor is additive, it is sufficient to prove that every
free R-module has the lifting property. Let β : M� N and α : L→ N be homomor-
phisms of R-modules. Assume that L is free with basis E = {eu | u ∈ U}. For every
u in U, choose by surjectivity of β a preimage mu ∈ M of α(eu). The map E→ M
given by eu 7→ mu extends by the unique extension property 1.3.5 to a homomor-
phism γ : L→ M with α= βγ.

1.3.15 Corollary. Every free R-module is a projective R-module.

1.3.16 Corollary. Over a principal left ideal domain, every projective module is
free.

PROOF. Combine 1.3.9 and 1.3.14.

REMARK. That every projective module is free is also true over a local ring (Kaplansky [23]) and
over a polynomial algebra k[x1, . . . , xn], where k is a field (Bass [10], Quillen [36], and Suslin [40]).
The result for the polynomial algebra resolved Serre’s problem on projective modules; Lam has
given a thorough account of its history in [30].
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1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules 21

1.3.17 Example. In the commutative ring Z[
√
−5] = {a+ b

√
−5 | a,b ∈ Z}, the

subset a= {a+b
√
−5 | a = b mod 2} is an ideal. The elements 1±

√
−5 in a have

no common factor, so a is not a principal ideal, whence it is not free. Yet, the map
Z[
√
−5]⊕Z[

√
−5]→ a⊕a given by (r, s) 7→ (2r+(1+

√
−5)s,2s+(1−

√
−5)r)

is an isomorphism of Z[
√
−5]-modules, so a is a direct summand of a free module

and hence projective.

1.3.18 Proposition. Let {Pu}u∈U be a family of R-modules. The coproduct
∐

u∈U Pu

is projective if and only if each module Pu is projective.

PROOF. If the coproduct
∐

u∈U Pu is projective, then by 1.3.14 it is a direct sum-
mand of a free module, and hence so is each module Pu. Conversely, if each module
Pu is projective and hence a direct summand of a free module Lu, then the coproduct∐

u∈U Pu is a direct summand of the free module
∐

u∈U Lu, cf. 1.3.7.

INJECTIVE MODULES

1.3.19 Definition. An R-module I is called injective if the functor HomR(–, I) from
M(R)op to M(k) is exact. If the functor HomR(–, I) is faithfully exact, then I is
called faithfully injective.

1.3.20. An R-module I is injective if and only if it has the following lifting prop-
erty: given a homomorphism α : K→ I and an injective homomorphism β : K→ M,
there exists a homomorphism γ : M→ I such that the diagram

K //
β
//

α

��

M

γ
~~

I

in M(R) is commutative; that is, there is an equality γβ= α.

REMARK. The epimorphisms in the category M(R) are exactly the surjective homomorphisms,
see E 1.1.2. In view of this and 1.3.14, an R-module P is projective if and only if the functor
HomR(P,–) : M(R)→M(k) takes epimorphisms to epimorphisms.

The epimorphisms in the category M(R)op correspond to monomorphisms—which by E 1.1.2
are the injective homomorphisms—in M(R). In view of this and 1.3.20, an R-module I is injective
if and only if the functor HomR(–, I) : M(R)op→M(k) takes epimorphisms to epimorphisms.

1.3.21 Proposition. Let {Iu}u∈U be a family of R-modules. The product ∏u∈U Iu

is injective if and only if each module Iu is injective.

PROOF. Let β : K→ M be an injective homomorphism of R-modules, let {Iu}u∈U
be a family of R-modules, and set I = ∏u∈U Iu. Assume first that each module Iu is
injective. Let a morphism α : K→ I be given. For each u∈U set αu = πuα, where πu

is the projection I � Iu. By assumption there exist homomorphisms γu : M→ Iu,
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22 1 Modules

such that γuβ = αu holds for every u ∈ U. The unique homomorphism γ : M→ I
with γu = πuγ now satisfies γβ= α, so I is injective.

Assume now that I is injective, fix an element u ∈ U, and let ιu denote the em-
bedding Iu � I. Given a homomorphism α : K→ Iu, one has a homomorphism
ιuα from K to I. By injectivity of I there is a homomorphism γ : M→ I such that
γβ= ιuα holds and, therefore (πuγ)β= α.

1.3.22 Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent.

(i) R is semi-simple.
(ii) Every short exact sequence of R-modules is split.

(iii) Every R-module is projective.
(iv) Every R-module is injective.

PROOF. Recall that R being semi-simple means that every submodule M′ of an R-
module M is a direct summand of that module; conditions (i) and (ii) are, therefore,
equivalent. It is evident that (ii) implies (iii) and (iv). The converse implications
follow from 1.3.14 and 1.3.20.

1.3.23 Example. Every module over a division ring is injective, as division rings
are semi-simple.

The next result is known as Baer’s criterion.

1.3.24 Lemma. Let I be an R-module, let a be a left ideal in R, and let ι : a� R be
the embedding. The module I is injective if and only if for every R-module homo-
morphism ϕ : a→ I there exists a homomorphism ϕ′ : R→ I with ϕ′ι= ϕ.

PROOF. The “only if” part of the statement follows from 1.3.20. To prove “if”, let
α : K→ I and β : K→ M be homomorphisms of R-modules and assume that β is
injective. Denote by G the set of all homomorphisms γ′ : M′→ I with Imβ ⊆ M′

and γ′β = α. Since αβ−1 : Imβ→ I belongs to G, this set is non-empty. By declar-
ing (γ′ : M′→ I) 6 (γ′′ : M′′→ I) if M′ ⊆ M′′ and γ′′|M′ = γ′, the set G becomes
inductively ordered. Hence Zorn’s lemma guarantees the existence of a maximal el-
ement γ′′ : M′′→ I. To prove the lemma, we show the equality M′′ = M. Assume,
towards a contradiction, that M′′ is a proper submodule of M and choose an element
m ∈ M \M′′. The set a= {r ∈ R | rm ∈ M′′} is a left ideal of R. The map ϕ : a→ I
given by ϕ(r) = γ′′(rm) is an R-module homomorphism, so by assumption it has a
lift ϕ′ : R→ I. Now, set M′ = M′′+Rm and notice that γ′ : M′′+Rm→ I given by
γ′(m′′+ rm) = γ′′(m′′)+ϕ′(r) satisfies γ′β= α. Hence γ′ belongs to G and satisfies
γ′ > γ′′, which contradicts the maximality of γ′′.

1.3.25 Proposition. Let R be a principal left ideal domain. An R-module I is injec-
tive if and only if one has rI = I for every r 6= 0 in R. Moreover, every quotient of
an injective R-module is injective.
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1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules 23

PROOF. Let I be an R-module and let a be a left ideal in R. There exists an element
x ∈ R with Rx = a. A homomorphism of R-modules α : a→ I is determined by
the value α(x) = i, and it can be lifted to a homomorphism R→ I if and only if
there exists an element i′ ∈ I with xi′ = i. The first claim now follows from Baer’s
criterion 1.3.24. The second claim follows as the property rI = I is inherited by
quotient modules.

FAITHFUL INJECTIVITY

It follows from 1.3.25 that Q and Q/Z are injective Z-modules, and one can say
even more about the latter module.

1.3.26 Lemma. The Z-module Q/Z is faithfully injective.

PROOF. Let G be a non-zero Z-module, and choose an element g 6= 0 in G. Define
a homomorphism ξ from the cyclic submodule Z〈g〉 to Q/Z as follows. If g is tor-
sion set ξ(g) = [ 1

n ]Z, where n be the least positive integer with ng = 0. If g is not
torsion, set ξ(g) = [ 1

2 ]Z. By the lifting property of injective modules 1.3.20, there is
a homomorphism G→ Q/Z that restricts to ξ on Z〈g〉, whence HomZ(G,Q/Z) is
non-zero.

1.3.27 Lemma. Let E be a k-module. If E is (faithfully) injective then the R-module
Homk(RR,E) is (faithfully) injective.

PROOF. By adjunction 1.2.4 and (1.2.1.1) there are natural isomorphisms,

HomR(–,Homk(R,E)) ∼= Homk(R⊗R –,E) ∼= Homk(–,E),

of functors from M(R) to M(k).

1.3.28 Definition. The faithfully injective R-module ER =HomZ(RR,Q/Z) is called
the character module of R. The abbreviated notation E is used for Ek.

FLAT MODULES

1.3.29 Definition. An R-module F is called flat if the functor –⊗R F from M(Ro)
to M(k) is exact. If –⊗R F is faithfully exact, then F is called faithfully flat.

1.3.30. As the tensor product is right exact, an R-module F is flat if and only if the
homomorphism α⊗R F is injective for every injective homomorphism α in M(Ro).

It follows from commutativity 1.2.2 that an R-module F is (faithfully) flat if and
only if the functor F⊗Ro – from M(Ro) to M(k) is (faithfully) exact.
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24 1 Modules

1.3.31 Example. It is elementary to verify that every free module is faithfully flat.
Hence, by additivity of the tensor product, every projective module is flat; see 1.3.14.

1.3.32 Lemma. Let M be an R-module and K be a submodule of M. If the quotient
module M/K is flat, then one has bK = bM∩K for every right ideal b in R.

PROOF. Let ι denote the embedding b� R. By assumption, the homomorphism
ι⊗R M/K is injective. In the commutative square

b⊗R M/K //
ι⊗M/K

//

=

��

R⊗R M/K

∼=
��

b⊗R M/K
µM/K

// M/K ,

the right-most vertical isomorphism is (1.2.1.1), and µM/K is the homomorphism
given by µM/K(r⊗ [m]K) = [rm]K . It follows from commutativity of the square that
µM/K is injective. There is a commutative diagram with exact rows

b⊗R K //

µK

��

b⊗R M //

µM

��

b⊗R M/K //

µM/K

��

0

0 // K // M // M/K // 0

where the upper row is obtained by application of b⊗R – to the lower row. One has
ImµK = bK and ImµM = bM, so it follows from the Snake Lemma 1.1.4 that the
canonical map K/bK→ M/bM is injective. This yields the containment K∩bM ⊆
bK; the opposite containment is trivial, so equality holds.

1.3.33 Proposition. If every R-module is flat, then R is von Neumann regular.

PROOF. Let x be an element in R and set M = R, K = Rx, and b= xR; then one has
x ∈ bM∩K. If every R-module is flat, then 1.3.32 yields x ∈ bK = (xR)(Rx), so R
is von Neumann regular.

REMARK. The von Neumann regular rings are, in fact, precisely the rings over which every mo-
dule is flat; see E 2.5.12.

FLAT–INJECTIVE DUALITY

Projective and injective objects are categorically dual, but in module categories there
is a “better duality” between flat and injective modules.

1.3.34 Proposition. For an R-module F, the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) F is flat.
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1.3 Exact Functors and Classes of Modules 25

(ii) For every right ideal b in R, the homomorphism ι⊗R F, induced by the em-
bedding ι : b� R, is injective.

(iii) The Ro-module Homk(F,E) is injective for every injective k-module E.
(iv) The Ro-module Homk(F,E) is injective for some faithfully injective k-module

E.

Moreover, if E is a faithfully injective k module, then Homk(F,E) is a faithfully
injective Ro-module if and only if F is a faithfully flat R-module.

PROOF. Condition (iv) clearly follows from (iii), and it follows from 1.3.30 that (i)
implies (ii).

(ii)=⇒ (iii): Apply the exact functors –⊗R F followed by (–)∨ = Homk(–,E) to
the short exact sequence 0→ b→ R→ R/b→ 0. This yields the upper row in the
following commutative diagram

0 // (R/b⊗R F)∨ //

∼=
��

(R⊗R F)∨ //

∼=
��

(b⊗R F)∨ //

∼=
��

0

0 // HomRo(R/b,F∨) // HomRo(R,F∨) // HomRo(b,F∨) // 0 .

The vertical isomorphisms follow from commutativity 1.2.2 and adjunction 1.2.4.
By commutativity of the diagram, the lower row is an exact sequence. Thus, the
Ro-module F∨ = Homk(F,E) is injective by Baer’s criterion 1.3.24.

(iv)=⇒ (i): By adjunction 1.2.4 and commutativity 1.2.2 there is a natural iso-
morphism of functors from M(R) to M(k),

(1) HomRo(–,Homk(F,E)) ∼= Homk(–⊗R F,E) .

By assumption, the functor on the left-hand side is exact and Homk(–,E) is faith-
fully exact; it follows that –⊗R F is exact, whence F is flat.

Assuming that E is faithfully injective, it also follows from (1) that the functor
HomRo(–,Homk(F,E)) is faithfully exact if and only if –⊗R F is faithfully exact.

In Sect. 4.3 we shall make extensive use of the following special case.

1.3.35 Corollary. For every free Ro-module L the R-module Homk(L,E) is faith-
fully injective.

EXERCISES

E 1.3.1 Show that Q is not a finitely generated (f.g.) Z-module and that R is not a f.g. Q-module.
E 1.3.2 Let L be an R-module and let E = {eu}u∈U be a set of generators for L. Show that every

element in L can be expressed uniquely on the form ∑u∈U rueu if and only if some
element in L can be expressed uniquely on that form.
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26 1 Modules

E 1.3.3 Let L be an R-module and let E be a subset of L. Show that if every map from E to an
R-module M extends uniquely to a homomorphism L→ M of R-modules, then E is a
basis for L.

E 1.3.4 Let k be a field and let M be a k-vector space of infinite rank. Show that the endomor-
phism ring Homk(M,M) does not have IBN.

E 1.3.5 Show that every division ring has IBN.
E 1.3.6 Let L and L′ be finitely generated free k-modules. Show that the k-module Homk(L,L′)

is free and find its rank as a function of the ranks of L and L′.
E 1.3.7 Denote by S the category of sets. Show that the functor S→M(R) given by X 7→ R(X)

is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor M(R)→ S.
E 1.3.8 Let M be an Ro-module generated by elements x1, . . . , xm, and let N be an R-module

generated by y1, . . . ,yn. Assume that R is generated as a k-module by r1, . . . ,rl. Show
that the the elements in the set {xi⊗ rhy j | 1 6 h 6 l, 1 6 i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n} generate
the k-module M⊗R N.

E 1.3.9 Let L be a free k-module with basis {e1, . . . ,en}. Let l1, . . . , ln be elements in L and
write l j = ∑

n
j=1 ai je j. Show that {l1, . . . , ln} is a basis for L if and only if the matrix

(ai j)16i, j6n is invertible.
E 1.3.10 Set R = R[x,y,z]/(x2 + y2 + z2−1) and consider the homomorphism ϕ : R→ R3 given

by r 7→ (rx,ry,rz) where, by abuse of notation, x, y, and z now denote the residue classes
of the indeterminates in R. (a) Show that the sequence 0−→ R

ϕ−→ R3 −→ Cokerϕ−→ 0
is split exact, and conclude that P = Cokerϕ is projective. (b) Show that P is not free.
Hint: Use E 1.3.9 and Hopf’s fix point theorem.

E 1.3.11 Show that a direct summand of a projective/injective/flat module is projective/injective/
flat.

E 1.3.12 (Cf. 1.3.31) Show that every projective module is flat.
E 1.3.13 Show that Q is not a projective Z-module.
E 1.3.14 Show that Q is a flat (but not a faithfully flat) Z-module.
E 1.3.15 Show that ZN is not a projective Z-module.
E 1.3.16 Show that if every submodule of a free k-module is free, then k is a principal ideal

domain.
E 1.3.17 Show that if P is a free/projective R-module and P′ is a free/projective k-module, then

the R-module P⊗k P′ is free/projective.
E 1.3.18 Let F be an R-module and let F′ be a flat k-module. Show: (a) If F is flat, then the

R-module F⊗k F′ is flat. (b) If F′ is faithfully flat, then the R-module F⊗k F′ is (faith-
fully) flat if and only if F is (faithfully) flat.

E 1.3.19 Show that if I is an injective R-module and P is a projective k-module, then the R-
module Homk(P, I) is injective.

E 1.3.20 Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism. Show that if P is a free/projective R-module, then
the S -module S ⊗R P is free/projective.

E 1.3.21 Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism. Show that R has IBN if S has IBN.
E 1.3.22 Show that if R is local or commutative, then it has IBN.
E 1.3.23 Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism. Show that if F is a (faithfully) flat R-module, then

the S -module S ⊗R F is (faithfully) flat.
E 1.3.24 Let R→ S be a ring homomorphism. Show that if I is a (faithfully) injective R-module,

then the S -module HomR(S , I) is (faithfully) injective.
E 1.3.25 Let M be an R-module and E be a faithfully injective R-module. Show that for every

m 6= 0 in M there exists a homomorphism ϕ ∈ HomR(M,E) with ϕ(m) 6= 0.
E 1.3.26 Show that the following conditions are equivalent for an R-module I: (i) I is injective.

(ii) For every left ideal a in R, the homomorphism HomR(ι, I), induced by the em-
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1.4 Evaluation Homomorphisms 27

bedding ι : a� R, is surjective. (iii) Every exact sequence 0→ I→ M→ M′′ → 0 of
R-modules splits.

E 1.3.27 Give a proof of 1.3.27 that does not use adjunction 1.2.4. Hint: Let γ̃ : M→ E be a non-
zero homomorphism of k-modules. For m ∈ M consider the map γm : R→ E defined
by γm(r) = γ̃(rm). Show that m 7→ γm is a non-zero homomorphism of R-modules. To
prove injectivity, turn a map to Homk(R,E) into a map to E by evaluation at 1.

E 1.3.28 Show that every flat k-module is torsion-free.
E 1.3.29 Let {Ru}u∈U be a family of von Neumann regular rings. Show that

�

u∈U Ru is a von
Neumann regular ring.

1.4 Evaluation Homomorphisms

SYNOPSIS. Tensor evaluation; homomorphism evaluation; biduality.

In this section we return to composites of Hom and tensor product functors that
can be compared by natural transformations.

TENSOR EVALUATION

1.4.1 Lemma. Let M be an R-module, X be an R–S -bimodule, and N be an S -
module. The tensor evaluation map,

τMXN : HomR(M,X)⊗S N −→ HomR(M,X⊗S N)

given by
τMXN(ψ⊗n)(m) = ψ(m)⊗n ,

is a homomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in M, X, and N. Moreover, if M
is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(S –T ), then τMXN is a homomorphism in M(Q–T ).

PROOF. It is straightforward to verify that τ is a natural transformation of functors
from M(R)op×M(R–S )×M(S ) to M(k). See the proof of 1.2.2.

If M is in M(R–Q) and N is in M(S –T ), then HomR(M,X)⊗S N is a Q–T -
bimodule and so is HomR(M,X⊗S N). The computation

τMXN(q(ψ⊗n)t)(m) = τMXN(qψ⊗nt)(m)

= (qψ)(m)⊗nt

= ψ(mq)⊗nt

= (ψ(mq)⊗n)t

= (τMXN(ψ⊗n)(mq))t

= (q(τMXN(ψ⊗n))t)(m),
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28 1 Modules

which holds for all q ∈ Q, t ∈ T , ψ ∈ HomR(M,X), m ∈ M, and n ∈ N, shows that
the homomorphism τMXN is Q- and T o-linear.

1.4.2 Example. Set R = S = k=Z. For the Z-modules M =Z/(2) = N and X =Z,
the homomorphism τMXN maps from 0 to Z/(2), so it is not an isomorphism.

1.4.3 Proposition. Let M be an R-module, X be an R–S -bimodule, and N be an S -
module. The tensor evaluation homomorphism τMXN is an isomorphism under each
of the next conditions on the modules.

(a) M or N is finitely generated and projective.
(b) M is projective and N is finitely presented.
(c) M is finitely presented and N is flat.

PROOF. (a): For an R-module Y , let ϕY denote the isomorphism (1.2.1.2). For every
R–S -bimodule X and every S -module N, the commutative diagram,

HomR(R,X)⊗S N τRXN
//

∼=
ϕX⊗N &&

HomR(R,X⊗S N)
∼=
ϕX⊗N

xx

X⊗S N

shows that τRXN is an isomorphism. Similarly, it follows from (1.2.1.1) that τMXS is
an isomorphism for all R-modules M and all R–S -bimodules X. By additivity of the
involved functors, it now follows that τMXN is an isomorphism if M or N is finitely
generated and projective.

(b): Choose a presentation of N by finitely generated free S -modules

(1) L1 −→ L0 −→ N −→ 0 .

Consider the following diagram, which is commutative since the tensor evaluation
homomorphism is natural; see 1.4.1.

HomR(M,X)⊗S L1 //

∼= τMXL1

��

HomR(M,X)⊗S L0 //

∼= τMXL0

��

HomR(M,X)⊗S N //

τMXN

��

0

HomR(M,X⊗S L1) // HomR(M,X⊗S L0) // HomR(M,X⊗S N) // 0 .

Either row in this diagram is exact. Indeed, they are obtained by applying the right
exact functors HomR(M,X)⊗S – and HomR(M,X⊗S –) to (1). Right exactness of
the latter functor hinges on the fact that M is projective. The maps τMXL1

and τMXL0

are isomorphisms by part (a), and it follows from the Five Lemma that τMXN is an
isomorphism.

(c): Choose a presentation L1 → L0 → M → 0 of M by finitely generated free
R-modules. As in the proof of (b), we get the following commutative diagram with
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exact rows, since the functors HomR(–,X)⊗S N and HomR(–,X⊗S N) are left ex-
act. Left exactness of the former functor hinges on the fact that N is flat.

0 // HomR(M,X)⊗S N //

τMXN

��

HomR(L0,X)⊗S N //

∼= τL0XN

��

HomR(L1,X)⊗S N

∼= τL1XN

��

0 // HomR(M,X⊗S N) // HomR(L0,X⊗S N) // HomR(L1,X⊗S N) .

The maps τL0XN and τL1XN are isomorphisms by part (a), and it follows from the
Five Lemma that τMXN is an isomorphism.

HOMOMORPHISM EVALUATION

1.4.4 Lemma. Let M be an Ro-module, X be an S –R-bimodule, and N be an S -
module. The homomorphism evaluation map

ηXNM : HomS (X,N)⊗Ro M −→ HomS (HomRo(M,X),N)

given by
ηXNM(ψ⊗m)(ϑ) = ψϑ(m)

is a homomorphism of k-modules, and it is natural in X, N, and M. Moreover, if M
is in M(Q–R) and N is in M(S –T ), then ηXNM is a homomorphism in M(Q–T ).

PROOF. It is straightforward to verify that η is a natural transformation of functors
from M(S –R)op×M(S )×M(Ro) to M(k). See the proof of 1.2.2.

If M is in M(Q–R) and N is in M(S –T ), then HomS (X,N)⊗Ro M is a Q–T -
bimodule, and so is HomS (HomRo(M,X),N). The computation

ηXNM(q(ψ⊗m)t)(ϑ) = ηXNM(ψt⊗qm)(ϑ)

= (ψt)ϑ(qm)

= (ψϑ(qm))t

= (ψ(ϑq)(m))t

= (ηXNM(ψ⊗m)(ϑq))t

= (q(ηXNM(ψ⊗m))t)(ϑ)

which holds for all q ∈ Q, t ∈ T , ψ ∈ HomS (X,M), m ∈ M, and ϑ ∈ HomRo(M,X),
shows that the homomorphism ηXNM is Q- and T o-linear.

1.4.5 Example. Set R = S = k=Z. For the Z-modules M =Z/(2) = N and X =Z,
the homomorphism ηXNM maps from Z/(2) to 0, so it is not an isomorphism.
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1.4.6 Proposition. Let M be an Ro-module, X be an S –R-bimodule, and N be an
S -module. The evaluation homomorphism ηXNM is an isomorphism under each of
the next conditions on the modules.

(a) M is finitely generated and projective.
(b) M is finitely presented and N is injective.

PROOF. (a): In view of (1.2.1.1) and (1.2.1.2) it is elementary to verify that ηXNR

is an isomorphism for all S –R-bimodules X and all S -modules N. The claim then
follows by additivity of the involved functors.

(b): Choose a presentation of M by finitely generated free Ro-modules

(1) L1 −→ L0 −→ M −→ 0 .

Consider the following diagram, which is commutative since the homomorphism
evaluation map is natural; see 1.4.4.

HomS (X,N)⊗Ro L1 //

∼=ηXNL1

��

HomS (X,N)⊗Ro L0 //

∼=ηXNL0

��

HomS (X,N)⊗Ro M //

ηXNM

��

0

HomS (HomRo(L1,X),N) // HomS (HomRo(L0,X),N) // HomS (HomRo(M,X),N) // 0 .

Either row in this diagram is exact. Indeed, they are obtained by applying the right
exact functors HomS (X,N)⊗Ro – and HomS (HomRo(–,X),N) to (1). Right exact-
ness of the latter functor hinges on the fact that N is injective. The maps ηXNL1

and
ηXNL0

are isomorphisms by part (a), and it follows from the Five Lemma that ηXNM

is an isomorphism.

BIDUALITY

1.4.7 Lemma. Let M be an R-module and X be an R–S -bimodule. The biduality
map for M with respect to X,

δM
X : M −→ HomS o(HomR(M,X),X)

given by
δM

X (m)(ϑ) = ϑ(m) ,

is a homomorphism of R-modules, and it is natural in M and X. Moreover, if M is
in M(R–T ), then δM

X is a homomorphism in M(R–T ).

PROOF. It is straightforward to verify that δ is a natural transformation of endo-
functors on M(R). See the proof of 1.2.2.

If M is an R–T -bimodule, then HomS o(HomR(M,X),X) is an R–T -bimodule as
well. For t ∈ T , m ∈ M, and ϑ ∈ HomR(M,X) one has
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δM
X (mt)(ϑ) = ϑ(mt) = (tϑ)(m) = δM

X (m)(tϑ) = (δM
X (m)t)(ϑ) ;

that is, the homomorphism δM
X is T o-linear.

EXERCISES

E 1.4.1 Assume that k is a field, and let M and X 6= 0 and N be k-vector spaces. Show that
tensor evaluation τMXN : Homk(M,X)⊗k N→ Homk(M,X⊗k N) is an isomorphism if
and only if M or N has finite rank.

E 1.4.2 Assume that k is a field, and let M and X 6= 0 and N 6= 0 be k-vector spaces. Show
that homomorphism evaluation ηXNM : Homk(X,N)⊗k M→ Homk(Homk(M,X),N) is
an isomorphism if and only if M has finite rank.

E 1.4.3 Show that the natural transformation M⊗k Homk(N,–)→ Homk(N,M⊗k –) in E 1.2.5
is tensor evaluation, up to an application of commutativity 1.2.2.

E 1.4.4 Show that the natural transformation M⊗k Homk(–,N) → Homk(Homk(–,M),N) in
E 1.2.6 is homomorphism evaluation, up to an application of commutativity 1.2.2.

E 1.4.5 Show that the biduality morphism δM
ER is injective for every R-module M.

E 1.4.6 (a) Show that the biduality morphism need not be injective. (b) Show that the biduality
morphism need not be surjective.

E 1.4.7 Show that an R-module is injective if and only if it is a direct summand of a character
module Homk(L,E), where L is a free Ro-module.
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Glossary

For terms that are used but not defined in the text, please see one of the following
standard references:

• “Categories for the Working Mathematician” [31] by MacLane for notions in
category theory,
• “A First Course in Noncommutative Rings” [29] by Lam for general notions

in ring theory, and
• “Commutative Algebra with a View Toward Algebraic Geometry” [17] by

Eisenbud for notions in commutative algebra.

Once completed, this glossary will give brief definitions and precise references
to these three monographs.

Abelian category. An additive category in which every morphism has a kernel and a cokernel,
every monomorphism is the kernel of a morphism, and every epimorphism is the cokernel of a
morphism; see [31, VIII.3].

In the concrete Abelian categoris M(R) and C(R), a kernel is identified with its source and a
cokernel is identified with its target.

R-Balanced map. A map ϕ : M×N→ X, where M is an R-module, N is an Ro-module, and X is a
k-module, such that ϕ(mr,n) = ϕ(m,rn) holds for all m ∈ M, n ∈ N, and r ∈ R.

Division ring. A unital ring in which every element has a multiplicative inverse; see [29, §13].
Division rings are also called skew fields.

Filtered set. A preordered set (U,6) with the property that for any two elements u and v in U there
is a w ∈ U with u6 w and v6 w; see [31, IX.1].

Free presentation of an R-module M. A homomorphism ϕ : L1→ L0 of free R-modules with
Cokerϕ = M. If M has such a presentation with L0 and L1 finitely generated, then M is finitely
presented.

Invariant basis number (IBN). A left/right symmetric property: R has IBN if finitely generated
free R-modules are isomorphic only if their bases have the same number of elements; see [28, §1].

Indecomposable module. A module N with no other direct summands than 0 and N; see [29, §7].

Jacobson radical of a ring. The intersection of all maximal left ideals or, equivalently, all maximal
right ideals. In particular, the Jacobson radical is an ideal; see [29, §4].
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386 Glossary

Local ring. A ring with a unique maximal left ideal or, equivalently, a unique (the same) maximal
right ideal; see [29, thm. (19.1)].

Noetherian ring. A ring R that is both left and right Noetherian; that is, R and Ro are both left
Noetherian. A ring R is left Noetherian if it satisfies the ascending chain condition on left ideals,
equivalently, every submodule of a finitely generated R-module is finitely generated; see [29, §1].

Preordered set. A set endowed with a reflexive and transitive binary relation ’6’; see [31, I.2].

Semi-simple module. A module whose every submodule is a direct summand; see [29, (2.1)].

Semi-simple ring. Every R-module (equivalently: every Ro-module, the R-module R, or the Ro-
module R) is semisimple; see [29, (2.5) and (3.7)].

Simple module. A module M 6= 0 with no other submodules than 0 and M; see [29, (2.1)].

Simple ring. A non-zero ring R with no other ideals than (0) and R; see [29, §1].

Torsion(-free) module. An element m of a k-module M is torsion if one has xm = 0 for some non-
zero divisor x in k. The torsion elements in M form a submodule MT of M. If one has MT = M,
then M is torsion, and M is torsion free if MT is the zero-module.

von Neumann regular ring. A ring R such that for every x ∈ R there is an r ∈ R with x = xrx;
equivalently, every finitely generated left ideal (equivalently every finitely generated right ideal) in
R is generated by an idempotent; see [29, thm. (4.23)].
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List of Symbols

Page numbers refer to definitions.

⊕ biproduct, 5
direct sum,

in category of modules, 6
⊗ tensor product,

in category of modules, 4∐
coproduct,

in category of modules, 6
∏ product,

in category of modules, 5

(·)(U) U-fold coproduct, 6
(·)U U-fold coproduct, 6
(·)T torsion submodule, 386
[·]N coset w.r.t. submodule N, 4
R〈·〉 submodule generated by a set, 16
(·)o opposite ring, xxiii
(·)op opposite category/functor, xxiii

δM
X biduality,

in category of modules, 30
ηXNM homomorphism evaluation,

in category of modules, 29
ρXMN adjunction,

in category of modules, 14
ωMXN associativity,

in category of modules, 14
ςMNX swap,

in category of modules, 15
$MN commutativity,

in category of modules, 13
τMXN tensor evaluation,

in category of modules, 27

E faithfully injective module, 23
k commutative ground ring, xxiii

M category of modules, 3

U(·, ·) Hom set in category U, 5

Coker cokernel,
in category of modules, 4

Hom Hom(omorphism) functor,
in category of modules, 4

Ker kernel,
in category of modules, 4

Mm×n set of m×n matrices, 7

rank rank of free module, 17
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Index

A

Abelian category 385
additive category 7
additive functor 7
adjunction isomorphism

in category of modules 14, (16)
associativity isomorphism

in category of modules 14

B

Baer’s criterion 22
balanced map 385
basis 17
biduality morphism

in category of modules (12), 30
bimodule 7

symmetric 7
biproduct 5

C

category
Abelian 385
(pre-)additive 7
(pre-)linear 5
opposite xxiii

character module 23, (31)
commutativity isomorphism

in category of modules 13
completely reducible module see semi-simple

module
connecting homomorphism 4
contravariant functor xxiii
coproduct

in category of modules 3, 6

covariant functor xxiii
cyclic module 17

D

differential graded module see complex
direct limit see colimit
direct product see product
direct sum see also coproduct and biproduct

in category of modules 6
division ring 385

E

exact complex see acyclic complex
exact functor 10
exact sequence

in category of modules 3
extension property of free modules 17

F

faithful functor 10
faithfully exact functor 11
filtered set 385
finitely presented module 385
Five Lemma

in category of modules 4
flat module 23

faithfully 23
free module 17
free presentation 385
functor

(multi-)linear 6
additive 7
exact 10
faithful 10
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390 Index

faithfully exact 11
half exact 9
left exact 10
opposite xxiii
right exact 10

G

generator 16

H

half exact functor 9
Hom-tensor adjunction see adjunction
homomorphism

of bimodules 7
of modules 3

homomorphism evaluation
in category of modules 29

homotopically trivial see contractible

I

IBN 17, 385
indecomposable module 385
inductive limit see colimit
injective module 21, (31)

faithfully 21
invariant basis number see IBN
inverse limit see limit
irreducible module see simple module

J

Jacobson radical 385

K

Krull dimension
see also dimension

L

left derived tensor product functor see derived
tensor product functor

left exact functor 10
lifting property

of injective module 21
of projective module 20

linear category 5
linear functor 6
local ring 386

M

module
cyclic 17
flat 23
free 17
homomorphism of ∼s 3
injective 21, (31)
projective 20
semi-simple 386
simple 386

multilinear functor 6

N

Noetherian ring 386

O

opposite category xxiii
opposite functor xxiii
opposite ring xxiii

P

preordered set 386
principal left ideal domain 18, 22
product

in category of modules 3, 5
projective limit see limit
projective module 20

R

rank of free module 17
restriction of scalars 10, (16)
right derived homomorphism functor see

derived homomorphism functor
right exact functor 10
ring

Noetherian 386
opposite xxiii
semi-simple 22, 386
simple 386
von Neumann regular 24, 386

S

semi-simple module 386
semi-simple ring 22, 386
short exact sequence

in category of modules 3
simple module 386
simple ring 386
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Index 391

skew field see division ring
Snake Lemma

in category of modules 4
split complex see contractible complex
split exact sequence

in category of modules 9
suspension see shift
swap isomorphism

in category of modules 15

T

tensor evaluation

in category of modules 27
torsion element/module 386
torsion-free module (27), 386
translation see shift

V

von Neumann regular ring 24, 386

Z

zero morphism 7
zero object 5
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